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Chapter One

Purpose of the Manual
This manual provides Computer Aided Design (CAD) standards and guidelines
in use by the Boston Transportation Department (BTD) in the design and drafting
of various engineering plans for projects in the City of Boston. This manual also
serves as a guideline for consultants performing design work for BTD. Because of
the rapidly changing technologies used in engineering design and drafting, this
manual should be considered a living document t hat will change as t echnologies
change and updates may be provided from time to time.

Scope
This manual covers the basic preparation of project plans using CAD methodology.
Elements covered are the CAD system, project initiation, drawing file directory
structure, file naming conventions, drawing setup, drafting procedures, layers, line
types and colors, annotation, hatching, symbols, pen weights, and plotting
procedures.
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Chapt er Two

Software Applications and Versions
The Bost on Transport at ion Depart ment uses Aut odesk s Aut oCAD LT 2009.
AutoCAD LT provides full DWG native file format compatibility. AutoCAD LT 2009
is compatible with all previous versions of AutoCAD LT and AutoCAD software.
AutoCAD LT 2009 software is built with the same technology as AutoCAD 2009,
so sharing data is seamless. It also has a built-in Save As funct ion t o and from
releases using the 98, 2000, and 2004 DWG formats. All electronic files delivered
to BTD shall be saved in a way so that it may be opened with this version of
AutoCAD LT.
Note that AutoCAD LT does not support LISP routines and for this reason is not
compatible with many third-party add-on software packages such as AutoTurn or
GuideSign.
Any electronic documents submitted to BTD shall be in AutoCAD 2007 format or
earlier.

Software Customization
The AutoCAD LT 2009 environment for BTD has been customized to provide
optimum ease of use and productivity. By making use of these features, creating
and modifying drawings will be consistent and meet BTD guidelines.
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Tool Palette
The tool palette makes inserting blocks much easier. The tool palette automatically
updates to contain the newest blocks and can be attached to the CAD environment
or minimized to create a larger workspace.

BTD Color Table Style
The BTD color table file (BTD.ctb) has been created to ensure consistently clean
legible copies of drawing files. The attached sample sheet illustrates the color and
line weight of the colors listed. Any color not included in the chart will print out in
the color as it appears on-screen.

Network Files (Symbols and Templates)
While AutoCAD LT has been installed locally on each workstation, several pieces of
the BTD standard documents will be placed on the network to allow access to the
latest updates by all. These include custom BTD cutsheets and blocks, as well as
BTD s standard color table file (ct b file).The net work locat ion of t hese files is yet t o
be determined, but for individual workstations the location of these files will be as
follows:
Cutsheets

C:\ ACAD\ TEMPLATES\ *.DWT

Blocks

C:\ ACAD\ BLOCKS\ BTD MASTER.DWG

CTB file

C:\ ACAD\ PLOT SETTINGS\ *.CTB

Chapter Three

BTD has established that the following sheet templates shall be used for
submissions to BTD. This consistency will allow for easier review and understanding of the drawings.
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BTD Cover Sheet
The cover sheet (shown in Figure 1) includes a locus plan of the site, a drawing
index, the project title, and the contract number. The outer border is 34" x 22".
When plotting this sheet at half size, the next border in should be selected. This
margin will print 1:2 on 17" x 11" printers.

Figure 1. BTD Cover Sheet

Chapter Three. Custom BTD Cutsheets and Blocks
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BTD Engineering Cutsheets
The standard cutsheet shown in Figure 2 has several uses. It will be the base for
the following plan types:
General Notes and Legend;
Traffic Management Plan;
Traffic Signal Plan;
Pavement Marking and Signage Plan; and
Special Details Plan.
The outer border is 34" x 22". When plotting this sheet at half size, the next border
in should be selected. This margin will print 1:2 on 17" x 11" printers.

Figure 2. BTD Engineering Cutsheet
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BTD Sign Summary Sheet
Sign callouts, dimensions, and descriptions are placed on this sheet (shown in
Figure 3). All signs must be in alphabetical order. The outer border is 34" x 22".
When plotting this sheet at half size, the next border in should be selected. This
margin will print 1:2 on 17" x 11" printers.

Figure 3. BTD Sign Summary Sheet

Chapter Three. Custom BTD Cutsheets and Blocks
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BTD Timing and Phasing Sheets
The signal schedule contains the signal timings, major items list, phase diagrams,
and signal faces of a signalized intersection. There are two types of timing and
phasing sheets. The BTD timing and phasing sheet for 5 phases template, as shown
in Figure 4, should be used when designing an intersection comprising 5 phases
or fewer. The BTD timing and phasing sheet for 8 phases template, as shown in
Figure 5, should be used when designing an intersection comprising 8 phases. The
BTD intersection number shall be placed in the title block. The outer border is 34"
x 22". When plotting this sheet at half size, the next border in should be selected.
This margin will print 1:2 on 17" x 11" printers.

Figure 4. Timing and Phasing Sheet for 5 Phases
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Figure 5. Phasing and Timing Sheet for 8 Phases

BTD Detail Sheets
The following three sheets are to be used for details or illustrations: two 8.5" x 11"
sheets (portrait and landscape) and one 17" x 11" sheet, as shown in Figure 6
through Figure 8.

Chapter Three. Custom BTD Cutsheets and Blocks

Figure 6. Detail Sheet

Portrait
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Figure 7. Detail Sheet
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Landscape

Chapter Three. Custom BTD Cutsheets and Blocks

Figure 8. Detail Sheet
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17" x 11"

Standard Blocks
A library of standard blocks has been compiled. The inserted blocks will fall in
at the correct scale and the color and linetype assigned by the layer. Among the
custom blocks are traffic pavement symbols, street furniture, construction equipment, signal equipment, cutsheet annotations, and sign symbols (from BTD and the
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices [M.U.T.C.D]).
These standard blocks are located on the network for all to access and will be
updated on occasion (see Appendix B through Appendix F).
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Chapt er Four

Project-specific Standards
The standards described shall be applicable to the majority of BTD projects. At
times, however, the designer may wish to vary from these standards for example,
for the completion of a project that was started before the implementation of these
standards. In cases where the use of these standards would require a significant
amount of re-work, the project specific standards are acceptable.
All drawings should be marked NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION unt il a final, st amped
submission set or drawing is completed after the proper BTD approvals. When the
drawing has reached final design and can be stamped by a registered P.E. in
Massachusett s, t he drawing should be marked ISSUED FOR CONSTRUCTION.

Title Sheet and General Notes and Legends
The BTD title sheet is not needed on every project. It shall be used when creating
a package that includes multiple intersections, schedules, and details. A drawing
index lists the drawing number, sheet number, plan title, and plan type/
description.
The title sheet also contains a locus map, which should show an area with a radius
of at least a quarter of a mile around the project site. It should include annotations
calling out the project site(s) as well as major landmarks and thoroughfares, as
shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Title Sheet
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Chapter Four. Project Planning and Setup
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The general notes and legend sheet contains any project-wide notes and a legend
of all symbols, abbreviations, and linetypes used in the drawing set (see Figure 10).

Figure 10. General Notes
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Traffic Management Plans
The BTD traffic management plans (placed in the BTD engineering cutsheet as
described above) are used to show site existing conditions, how pedestrian and
vehicular traffic will be maintained during construction, and proposed changes to
an area. Site base maps/ surveys should be ex ternally referenced (x ref d) int o t he
drawings. All traffic management plans shall be submitted at 1"=20'-0". The only
exception to this scale shall be when the limits of the work may lend itself to be
shown at a smaller scale. In this case, 1"=40'-0" is acceptable. Any real-world
objects that will be placed on-site should be drawn in model space, with all
annotations done in paper space (see Figure 11).

Figure 11. Traffic Management Plan

Chapter Four. Project Planning and Setup
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Traffic Signal Plans
The BTD traffic signal plans (placed in the BTD engineering cutsheet) are used to
show the existing signal design, proposed signal design and signal equipment to
be removed or retained. Site base maps/ surveys should be x ref d int o t he drawings
in model space. All traffic signal plans shall be submitted at 1"=20'-0". Any realworld objects that will be placed on-site should be drawn in model space, with all
annotations done in paper space (see Figure 12). Note that signal faces shall be
shown on this plan in addition to the Traffic Timing and Phasing Plan. The BTD
intersection number shall be placed in the title block.

Figure 12. Traffic Signal Plan
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Traffic Timing and Phasing Plans
The BTD traffic timing and phasing plans (placed in the BTD timing and phasing
cutsheet) show signal timings, major items required at the intersection, a preferential phase diagram, and the signal faces used. The BTD timing and phasing
template shall be used for these types of plans (see Figure 13). All annotation and
symbols are placed in paper space. The BTD intersection number shall be placed in
the title block. Model space is not used in Timing and Phasing plans.

Figure 13. Traffic Timing and Phasing Plan

Chapter Four. Project Planning and Setup
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Pavement Marking and Signage Plans
Pavement marking and signage plans (placed in the BTD engineering cutsheet)are
used to show existing site pavement marking and signage conditions, as well as
proposed changes to site pavement markings and signage. Site base maps/surveys
should be x ref d int o t he drawings. All t raffic management plans shall be
submitted at 1"=20'-0". Any real-world objects that will be placed on-site will be
drawn in model space, with all annotations done in paper space (see Figure 14).

Figure 14. Pavement Marking and Signage Plan
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BTD Standard Details
Standard detail sheets (placed on one of the BTD detail sheets) are used to show
various standard details of items or equipment used by BTD. The BTD standard
detail template shall be used for all details that may be folded into project specifications. In a majority of cases, these drawings are not to scale. All objects can be
placed in paper space (see Figure 15).

Figure 15. BTD Standard Detail Sheet

Chapter Five

This chapter describes filing and naming conventions to be used. This standard
procedure, if followed, will allow for a predictable way of saving or recalling files.
Variations from this will cause confusion and may lead to lost files. All users must
follow this convention.

Drawing File and Subdirectory Structure
BTD cutsheets and xrefs shall be kept in the same folder. This makes it easier to
couple sets of drawings as they progress from draft to final submission. Keeping
all files in a single folder also eases the delivery of drawings and their xrefs via
e-mail or on compact disk (CD).
The most current designs on a project should be kept in a folder named CURRENT.
As a project progresses, copies of previous designs shall be archived. These shall
t hen be made read only and t he folder name changed from CURRENT t o t he year
and month they were submitted (#### XXX). Because the drawings are kept in one
folder and the xref paths are not saved, AutoCAD automatically loads the correct
dwg files when a cutsheet is opened.
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Drawing File Naming Conventions
Identifying the contents of a given sheet based on its filename can be difficult.
This is especially the case on larger projects.

Design Files
Design file names should include the intersection number, street names at the
corner, and the date the drawing was approved. Below is a sample design filename.
INT567_PARKMAN_ADAMS_2009/09/23.dwg

Cutsheet Files
To make the cutsheet plan identification easier, the following standardized prefixes
should be used:
G-###

Title/Index Sheet, General Notes and Legend Sheet

TMP-###

Traffic Management Plans

SP-###

Traffic Signal Plans

SS-###

Traffic Signal Schedules

PM-###

Pavement Marking and Signage Plans

DET-###

BTD Standard Details

Chapt er Six

Use of Model Space and Paper Space
BTD CAD standards make use of model space and paper space. Here s a list of
items that can be found in each mode.

Model Space
The model space mode includes:
x ref d surveys,
base mapping,
traffic management equipment,
traffic signal equipment,
construction equipment, and
pavement markings.
To aid in the creation of a city-wide CAD network of files, all data placed in model
space should be placed according to the NAD83 datum, Massachusetts State Plan
Mainline Zone coordinate system. A point of reference for such placement is the
Boston Water and Sewer Commission City of Boston Basemap.
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Paper Space
The paper space mode includes:
general notes and legends,
dimensions,
leader lines and notes, and
sign symbols.

Plan Sheet and Drawing Border Size
Information on drawings shall be arranged for easy and clear interpretation.
Drawings shall be complete as to details, dimensions, and sizes. Completed
drawings shall be suitable for obtaining clear and legible full-scale and reduced
copies. Every effort should be made to ensure conformance to these standards:
Drawing scale shall be 1" = 20'-0" to clearly show the degree of detail desired
and provide space for text. When large sections of an area need to be
shown, a scale of 1" = 40'-0" shall be used.
Anticipation of space requirements, including the use of additional drawings
when needed, shall provide room for all drawing components and future
revisions without overcrowding.
A layout must be created for each and every cutsheet or submitted drawing.
It doesn t mat ter if t he drawing is in model space or paper space.
The standard BTD sheet size is 34" x 22". A half-size sheet can be sent
directly to the a 17" x 11" printer by selecting the second border from the
outside and scaling the drawing down 1:2.
No other sizes shall be used without approval of the project manager. Use
of one standard size for all drawings simplifies handling for reproduction,
dist ribut ion, and filing purposes. A template file for BTD s 34" x 24" border
can be found at *\ :*\ *\ btd-34x22.dwt. (AutoCAD directions: Start a new
drawing from the pull-down menu; File; New; then select the appropriate BTD
template).

Chapter Six. Drawing Setup and Structure
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BTD uses a Real World Coordinate format to const ruct drawings. All
borders shall be placed in paper space regardless of the presence of a
viewport.

Drawing Scales
The standard scale for all drawings shall be 1:20 for full-size drawings. In situations where greater areas need to be shown, a scale of 1:40 is permissible. Other
scales can only be used wit h BTD s ex pressed consent .
The scale of the drawing shall not be included in the title information; instead, an
engineering scale bar shall be placed on every drawing that has been created to a
scale.
BTD detail sheets are not required to be at scale.

Xrefs
Xrefs shall be used whenever a part of a basemap or other information is going to
be used in more than one drawing. In this way, any changes are automatically
updated in all of the associated drawings.
For small project s where only one or t wo sheet s are needed, it s acceptable t o place
all components of the drawing in a single drawing (making use of the model space
and layout tabs).
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Chapt er Seven

Order of Plan Sheets
Sheets shall be placed in order as follows:
Traffic Signal Sheet Sets:
Title sheet
General notes and legend
Existing conditions
Existing signal schedule
Proposed conditions
Proposed signal schedule
Traffic Pavement and Signing Sheet Sets:
Title sheet
General notes and legend
Existing conditions
Proposed conditions
Sign summary sheet
Construction Management Plan Sets:
Title sheet
General notes and legend
Existing conditions
Construction phases
Final conditions
Sign summary sheet
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Plot Stamp
To ease data recovery, each hard copy of a drawing created by or submitted to BTD
shall include a plot stamp aligned vertically along the bottom left hand side of the
sheet.
Turn Create Plot Stamping on by checking the box next to Plot Stamp in the plot
dialogue box. Selecting the Plot Stamp Settings button brings up the dialogue box
shown below. Please be sure to show, at a minimum, the drawing name, layout
name, date and time, and plot scale as shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16. Plot Stamp

Chapter Seven. Drafting Procedures
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The orientation, size and text font can be adjusted as shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17. Plot Stamp Advanced Options

Drafting Details, North Arrow, Scale Bars,
and Legends
Each traffic management plan, traffic signal plan, and pavement marking plan shall
contain a north arrow and a scale bar. The north arrow shall be placed in the upper
left corner of the sheet. The scale bar shall be placed on the lower right hand side
of the sheet.
If a general notes and legend plan is not included, a legend shall be placed on each
sheet. Signal faces shall be included on both traffic signal plans and the traffic
signal schedule.
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Notes
General notes for each drawing set shall be included on the general notes and
legend sheet. Notes specific to an individual sheet may be included on those
individual sheets.
All notes shall be placed on the appropriate layer and be the appropriate text style.

Chapt er Eight

Layer Naming Conventions
AutoCAD uses color to control pen and line widths at plot time. The generic
layering scheme shall be used on BTD drawings. Line conventions and linetypes
describe the size, construction, and applications of the various lines used in the
creation of engineering drawings. For creating solid lines, the linetype pattern is
referred to as CONTINUOUS. When broken linetypes are created in AutoCAD, the
dash and gap lengths may vary in size, depending on line length. All linetypes and
conventions are shown in Appendix A.

Generic Layering Scheme
The generic layering scheme is as follows:
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BTD-ATURN-XXX
BTD-BARRIER
BTD-BARRIER-X
BTD-CONDUIT
BTD-CONDUITREMOVED
BTD-CONDUIT-X
BTD-CROSSWALK
BTD-CROSSWALK-X
BTD-CURB
BTD-CURB-X
BTD-DIMS
BTD-HATCH
BTD-MATCHLINE
BTD-PAVEMARK
BTD-PAVEMARK-DYCL
BTD-PAVEMARKLEGENDS
BTD-PAVEMARK-X
BTD-PEDRAMP
BTD-SIGN
BTD-SIGN-X
BTD-SIGNAL
BTD-SIGNAL-LOOP
BTD-SIGNAL-LOOP-X
BTD-SIGNAL-REMOVED
BTD-SIGNAL-X
BTD-STRUCTURE
BTD-TBLOCK
BTD-TEXT
BTD-TEXT-X
BTD-VPORT
BTD-WORKZONE
BTD-WORKZONE-X
BTD-XREF

BTD CAD Standards

All AutoTURN moves. XXX = vehicle used and direction.
All proposed barrier equipment (drums, jersey/tapered barrier, and
VMS).
All existing barrier equipment (drums, jersey/tapered barriers, and
VMS).
All signal conduit, proposed and existing (line type HIDDEN2).
All existing signal conduit (linetype HIDDEN2).
All existing signal conduit (linetype HIDDEN2).
All proposed crosswalk markings.
All existing crosswalk markings.
All proposed edge of road and curb details.
All existing edge of road and curb details, including handicapped
ramps.
All dimensions in a drawing file.
All hatch files.
Any matchline in a drawing including text (line type PHANTOM).
All proposed lane markings.
All proposed double yellow center lines.
All proposed pavement symbol markings (ONLY, turn arrows, etc.).
All existing pavement markings (stop lines, turn arrows, etc.).
Proposed wheelchair ramps.
All proposed sign posts (does not include callouts).
All existing sign posts (does not include callouts).
All proposed signal equipment (posts, heads, etc.).
All proposed signal loop equipment.
All existing signal loop equipment.
All existing signal equipment (posts, loops, heads, etc.).
All existing signal equipment (posts, loops, heads, etc.).
All non-traffic-related objects included by BTD.
All title block text, scales, and border.
All text in a drawing file, including leader lines and attached text.
All text in a drawing file, including leaders that represent existing
conditions.
Any viewports used in a file.
Hatching indicating where work will be done in a phase.
Hatching indicating where work has been done in a phase.
All attached external references and raster images.

Chapter Eight. Layers, Colors, and Line Types
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This layering scheme is available when a BTD drawing file template is used to start
a new drawing. Refer to Appendix A for more information on AutoCAD colors and
pens.

Colors and Pen Weights
AutoCAD controls line weights by assigning pen widths to AutoCAD. Line widths
vary as follows:
AutoCAD
Color Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
96

AutoCAD
Screen Color
red
yellow
green
cyan
blue
magenta
white
gray
hunter green

AutoCAD
Plot Color
black
black
black
black
black
black
black
Black (40% screen)
black (7)

Line Width
0.017
0.013
0.017
0.017
0.021
0.026
0.021
0.017
0.007

The colors listed above are used in the majority of BTD drawings. Line type widths
represent a full-size drawing. Though this chart illustrates text settings, the same
settings also apply to graphic entities. Color controls line widths at plot time, not
the layer on which the entity(ies) is/are placed or drawn.
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Chapt er Nine

This section covers text requirements except for title blocks. Requirements are for
full-size BTD drawings, unless otherwise specified.

Text Styles
In most cases, text shall be placed in paper space on the layer BTD-TEXT or BTDTEXT-X. All text should be placed so that it can be read from the bottom or righthand side of the sheet. Standard text size for notes and dimensions shall be .115"
(style R115). Text shall not be smaller than .080" (style R080). Street names shall
be about .165" (style R165) high. Text size of an existing style should not be
changed; rather, a new style should be created using the existing one as a
template.
All text shown in sign summary or signal schedules shall be center-justified, singleline text (DTEXT). All other notes (general notes, major items descriptions) shall be
left-justified, multi-line text (MTEXT).
Notes shall be separated by a space the same height as the text. The number used
and the note shall be separated by one tabbed space.

Horizontal Text Spacing
BTD spacing between words is one space, or one click of the space bar on the
keyboard. The horizontal width factor should always be set to 1.0. This setting
must not be changed to fit text into cramped spaces on drawings; e.g., fitting text
into a title block. The following standards should also be kept:
Between words and sentences: one space.
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When creating notes, the note number and the first line of the note should
be separated by one tabbed space.
Between whole numbers and fractions in mixed numbers: one space;
e.g., 3 ½" or 6 ¾".

Vertical Text Spacing
Each note in a list of notes shall be numbered, with all decimal points after
numbers aligned vertically. The text in all notes shall be left-justified, with one
tabbed space between the decimal point after the note number and the first letter
of the note.

Leader Lines
A leader line shall be a single, straight, inclined line, except for a .125" to .25" short
portion (tail) extending horizontally to the top line of the note. When practical, the
angle between the leader and the termination point shall be at least 30 degrees and
preferably between 45 and 70 degrees. When pointing to dimensions or bubbles,
the arrow should be eliminated.

Practices to Avoid
The following practices should be avoided:
Crossing leader lines.
Longer than necessary leaders; i.e., select orientation and location to
minimize the length of leaders.
Bends in leaders, except for the tail.

Match Lines
Match lines are used for reference purposes when an image is to be continued on
the same or another drawing without omitting a portion of the view. Match lines
are normally labeled FOR CONTINUATION SEE (BELOW, ABOVE, or DRAWING XXX).
BELOW and ABOVE are used when image continuations are shown on the same
sheet.

Chapter Nine. Annotation
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Dimensioning
Dimensioning is a method used to define the geometric characteristics of a layout
by use of extension lines, dimension lines, and units of measure. The settings in
this chapter are preset when a drawing is started using the BTD standard template.
Dimensioning is one area of AutoCAD where the Help button is useful, so check
t here if you have questions t hat aren t answered in t his sect ion.

Dimension Style Manager
The dimension style manager controls the appearance of the dimensions created
in a drawing (see Figure 18). From this dialogue box, the user can select a new
dimension st yle ( dimst yle ), create a new one from an ex ist ing style, modify a
style, override the current style temporarily, or compare two styles. The greatest
confusion tends to occur when users try to modify an existing style.

Figure 18. Dimension Style Screen

IMPORTANT: If an existing style is modified and saved as the same style name, the
changes made will affect any existing dimension with that dimstyle.
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Lines and Arrows

The Modify Dimension Style dialogue box is organized into seven tabs, two of
which do not apply to the traffic engineering industry (see Figure 19). The first,
lines, is broken down into two sub-categories. Dimension lines are the lines on
which the dimension text sits. The most important variable in this category is
baseline spacing. This variable controls how much space is needed around the
dimension text. The smaller the number, the more text can fit between the
extension lines without being forced out.

Figure 19. Modify Dimension Style Screen

The second category, extension lines, concerns the lines that are perpendicular to
or radiate out from the object being measured. In this category, you can suppress

Chapter Nine. Annotation
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either extension line. The distance an extension line goes beyond the dimension
line or how far away from the object the line starts can also be set.

Symbols and Arrows
The next tab, Symbols and Arrows, controls the type and size of arrowheads and
the tick marks that mark the center of a circle (see Figure 20). There are several
types of arrowheads. The BTD standard oblique style makes the dimensioning of
lanes both easier and neater.

Figure 20. Symbols and Arrows Screen
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Text

With the Text tab, the text style and height can be changed (see Figure 21). BTD
uses the same dimension style in its dimension and general notes: R115.

Figure 21. Text Style Screen

Occasionally, a box must be placed around leader line or dimension text. Instead
of manually drawing a box around t ex t , click in t he Draw frame around t ex t box
to automatically draw the box. As an added benefit, the text box and justification
are the same every time.
Under normal drafting situations, the last two sections, text placement and text
alignment , shouldn t be changed from t he settings shown here in t he dialogue box .
When changes to any settings are necessary, the preview box is extremely helpful.
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Fit

The Fit tab controls the placement of text and arrowheads (see Figure 22).
Generally, these settings are fine as is. Occasionally, dimensions may need to be
placed in model space.

Figure 22. Fit Screen

If this is the case, many of the settings in the standard BTD dimstyle must be
modified to reflect the increased size of its entities.
The Scale for Dimension Features variable eliminates the need to go through each
tab and make adjustments. By entering a scale at which the roll plan will be
plotted, every feature (arrowhead size, offsets, etc.) is updated.
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Leaving the "Place text manually when dimensioning" box unchecked places
dimension text in the center of the dimension line. After the dimension has been
placed, text can be moved by selecting the dimension and using the grip located on
the text.

Modify Existing Style

Primary Units

The Primary Units tab is straightforward and easy to understand (see Figure 23).
In the first section, Linear Dimensions, you can set unit formats, dimension
precision (usually 0 or 0.0), and any prefixes or suffixes you want automatically
placed in your dimension (such as ' or M).

Figure 23. Primary Units Screen
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The Measurement Scale variable is extremely helpful. When you input the viewport
scale dimension, text automatically shows the correct dimension; for instance, on a
20-scale drawing a line that is 20 feet long in model space will be shown as an inch
long in the layout, unless this scale variable is change to 20.
The rest of this tab t ypically remains unt ouched. Typically, t here s no need t o
change the way angular dimensions are shown or whether or not zeros are shown
on whole numbers or decimals.

Modify Existing Style

Altering Units and Tolerances

The Altering Units and Tolerances tabs are generally used in mechanical
engineering and hardly ever used at BTD.

Placement of Dimensions
Strict rules govern the placement of dimensions. Situations vary, but everyone
should adhere to these standards.
As with most items placed on a layout, dimensions shall be placed in a neat,
organized manner. This includes avoiding placement in streets or on top of curbs
or buildings t hat aren t screened.
Dimensions, like text, shall be placed in such a way that they can be read from the
bottom of the sheet, left to right, or from the right-hand side of the sheet, bottom
to top. Occasionally, AutoCAD places the text at the wrong angle by default. This
is easy to fix by going to the Dimension pull-down menu and selecting Align
Text>Angle. Generally, the text just needs to be rotated 90 degrees.
Finally, dimensions should NEVER cross. This includes dimension, extension,
and leader lines.
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